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For this purpose, search  for multi exotic quarks systems such as tetra quark systems,
penta quark systems, and di-baryon systems have a long history.

Tetra quark systems: Phys. Rev. Lett. 91, 262001 (2003) 
Belle Group 
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X(3872):3871.2±0.5 MeV 
1++

Γ<2.3MeV

Black: Observed conventional cc states
Blue: Predicted conventional cc states
Red: Exotic state candidates with cc inside

After observation of X(3872), 
there are many observed exotic
state candidates shown in red color.
Z(4430) ± have been  observed , recently.



• Observation of Θ+
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It was difficult to obtain
the resonant states in the
observed energy region. On the other hand, we found sharp resonant state

in the much higher energy region.
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Phys. Rev. C 98, 045208 (2018)
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It was difficult to obtain resonant state
in the observed energy region.
On the other hand, we had sharp resonant
state in the much higher energy region. 
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4690 MeV : sharp resonant state



Summary of my work in the pentaquark

N+K threshold 0  MeV

Θ+～100 MeV

～500 MeV 1/2-

Resonant state 
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According to our calculation:
The observed data were
indicated that meson-baryon
resonant states.
Question:
The red color resonant states
are reliable? 

～140 MeV above N+K 
threshold, π+N+K channel
is open.
In the case of Pc, there are
several three-body  decay
channels below red states.
In our model, it is difficult
to take account this three-body
channels.



To check the reliability our model, it might be useful to compare the
results by our model with the results using Lattice QCD.

One of the better pentaquark system for this purpose is ssscc-bar.
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Ωc+Ds(4640)

Ξc+Ds+K(4980)=> relative angular momentum
is p-wave.

Then, it might be that this effect 
should be suppresed.

First, we will calculate 5-body
ssscc-bar system with quark model.



Hamiltonian

ーΛ/r

K=0.5069

Λ=0.1653GeV2

ξα=(2π/3)kp β=A((2mimj)/(mi+mj))(-B)

Kp=1.8609         A=1.6553         B=0.2204

mq=315 MeV,   mc=1836 MeV  
B. Silvestre-Brac and C. Semay, 
Z. Phys. C 61 (1994) 271





・A variational method using Gaussian basis functions
・Take all the sets of Jacobi coordinates 

High-precision calculations of various 3- and 4-body systems:

In order to solve few-body problem accurately,

Gaussian Expansion Method (GEM) ,  since 1987

Review article : 
E. Hiyama, M. Kamimura and Y. Kino,
Prog. Part. Nucl. Phys. 51 (2003), 223.

Developed by Kyushu Univ. Group,   
Kamimura and his collaborators.

, 

Light hypernuclei, 
3-quark systems,

Exotic atoms / molecules ,  
3- and 4-nucleon systems,

multi-cluster structure of light nuclei,
4He-atom tetramer



ΨJM(qqqcc)= ΦJM
(C=1) +ΦJM 

(C=2) +φJM
(c=3) +ΦJM 

(C=4)

ΦαJM(qqqcc)=Aqqqq{[(color)(c)
α (isospin)(c)

α  
(spin)(C)

α (spatial)(c)
α]JM}
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Similar for C=2



Confining channels

33 X =3

3 X 3=8  +  1

I take color singlet.

33 X =3

3 X 3=8  +  1

I take color singlet.



ΨJM(qqqcc)= ΦJM
(C=1) +ΦJM 

(C=2) +φJM
(c=3) +ΦJM 

(C=4)

ΦαJM(qqqcc)=Aqqqq{[(color)(c)
α (isospin)(c)

α  
(spin)(C)

α (spatial)(c)
α]JM}

(spatial)(c)
α=φnl

(c)(rc)ψνλ
(c)(ρc)φ(c)

kj(sc)Φn LM
(c)(Rc)R

Same procedure
is taken for
r,ρ, and s.



For the ssscc-bar, we  consider the following 6  states,

Total  orbital angular momentum: L=0, 1  For L=1, angular momentum 
of either coordinate , r, R,ρ, s =1. others are 0.

Total Spin : S=1/2, 3/2, 5/2
Total Jπ= 1/2 -, 3/2-, 5/2-, 1/2+, 3/2+, 5/2+

0
0

0

0



First, I take this configuration.



Confining channels

33 X =3

3 X 3=8  +  1

I take color singlet.

33 X =3

3 X 3=8  +  1

I take color singlet.



J=1/2-

J=3/2-

J=5/2-



J=1/2+

J=3/2+

J=5/2+



First, I include these configurations, scattering channels.  Namely, we take all of configurations. 



(H-E)Ψ=0
By the diagonalization of Hamiltonian, we obtain N eigenstates for each Jπ.

Here, we use about 40,000 basis functions.
Then, we obtained 40,000 eigenfunction for each Jπ.
First, we investigate J=1/2-, namely, L(total angular momentum)=0, S(total spin)=1/2.

L=0,S=1/2   for example

These states are continuum states or
resonant states. Then, it is necessary to
distinguish  resonant states or continuum states.



useful method: real scaling method
often used in atomic physics

In this method, we artificially scale the range parameters 
of our Gaussian basis functions by multiplying a factor α:
rn→αrn in rlexp(-r/r ) for exmple 0.8 <α<1.5n

2

and repeat the diagonalization of Hamiltonian for many
value of α.

← resonance state

Non-resonance continuum state

α: range parameter of Gaussian basis function

[schematic illustration of the real scaling]
What is the result in our pentaquark calculation?







RnR => αRnR



For example, we find a resonant state in J=1/2-.

At 5.18 GeV, we have a narrow resonant state. Decay with is estimated to be 20 MeV.
Why we have a sharp resonant state at this energy?



J=1/2-

In this state, overlap between
open threshold is so small.

Overlap probability between open thresholds
and other states are so large. Then, others are melted
into some thresholds.  

For example, let me explain
what kinds of threshold  are this state 
coupled into?



We have a
state.
This means that
overlap between
Ωc+D*s is small.
However, overlap between
Ωc+J/Ψ,Ωc+Ds is large.
Then, state at 4850 MeV is
melted into some threshold.



Resonant states and decay widths



Density distribution at 5180 MeV for J=1/2-

At 0.2fm for cc-bar, we have a peak,
And at 0.8fm for ss, we have a peak.
We see that ss and cc-bar is compact.



Summary
It was difficult to reproduce the data of Θ+ and Pc with our quark model.
On the other hand, we found a sharp resonant state which has compact structure
in the much higher energy region. 

In order to check whether or not our model is reliable, in this work,
we studied the structure of ssscc-bar which have never ever observed
experimentally.



We predicted several resonant states for
1/2-, 3/2-, 5/2-, 1/2+ and 5/2+.
In the future, we should compare our results with those by Lattice QCD.
Then, we could conclude the reliability of our model.
The calculation with Lattice QCD is in progress by Philipp and Utku. 



Thank you!




